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Introduction {#sec001}
============

The sequence-structure-function paradigm plays a central role in structural biology: the primary structure (i.e. amino acid sequence) of a protein dictates the three-dimensional structure (fold), which in turn influences the function \[[@pone.0232849.ref001]--[@pone.0232849.ref003]\]. The close relationship between the structural architecture and function of a protein implies that disruptions to the native folded state can destabilize the protein structure, and eventually cause loss of function. In line with this perspective, several studies integrating sequence evolution with protein biophysics reported strong correlations between positional conservation levels or rates of synonymous/non-synonymous mutation and stability-related residue metrics such as solvent accessibility or hydrogen bonding patterns \[[@pone.0232849.ref004]--[@pone.0232849.ref011]\]. On the other hand, stability is not the main determinant of protein function. Residues that are not involved in forming the protein scaffold, such as the catalytic sites of an enzyme or binding hot spots located on protein surfaces, are important for protein function as well.

Protein evolution is thus driven by an interplay between functional and structural constraints \[[@pone.0232849.ref002],[@pone.0232849.ref010],[@pone.0232849.ref012],[@pone.0232849.ref013]\]. With these constraints at play, mutations may occur via two alternative mechanisms: positive and negative selection \[[@pone.0232849.ref014]\]. In the negative (or purifying) selection, mutations leading to detrimental effects on protein stability or function are eliminated during the selection process, leading to increased levels of conservation at sites crucial for function or stability. In the positive selection model, the protein is under constant pressure to acquire "new-functions", thus change/variation in the amino acid sequence is favored, especially at sites with direct relevance to protein function \[[@pone.0232849.ref015]\].

From this perspective of molecular evolution and protein function, the human class I Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC I, also named the Human Leukocyte Antigen, HLA) is an interesting system \[[@pone.0232849.ref016]--[@pone.0232849.ref019]\]. MHC I consists of heavy (H) and light (L) chains, with the L chain being an invariant protein partner called β-2 microglobulin (β2m), respectively ([Fig 1](#pone.0232849.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Following assembly within the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER), the HLA is unstable in the absence of a peptide ligand \[[@pone.0232849.ref020],[@pone.0232849.ref021]\]. Intracellularly derived antigenic peptides originating from self or foreign proteins are loaded into the binding groove of HLA with the help of a multiprotein complex called the Peptide Loading Complex (PLC). Here, the peptide contacts six different binding pockets (A,B,C,D,E and F) within the peptide binding groove of HLA \[[@pone.0232849.ref022]\]. Upon the formation of a stable peptide-loaded MHC (pMHC), the complex is transported to the cell surface, and presents peptide ligands to immune cell receptors such as the T-Cell Receptor (TCR) of cytotoxic CD8+ T-cells, and Killer-cell Immunoglobulin-like Receptors (KIRs) of Natural Killer (NK) cells \[[@pone.0232849.ref023]--[@pone.0232849.ref026]\].

![The three-dimensional structure of the pMHC.](pone.0232849.g001){#pone.0232849.g001}

The structure of HLA-B\*53:01 complexed with peptide TPYDINQML (PDB code: 1A1M) is shown for demonstration purposes {#sec002}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With more than 10000 identified alleles, HLA I is the most polymorphic protein in humans \[[@pone.0232849.ref027]\]. The HLA I protein is clearly undergoing a process of positive selection, where the acquisition of new variants modulate the function of antigen presentation via modifying the peptide ligand recognition specificities \[[@pone.0232849.ref016],[@pone.0232849.ref028]--[@pone.0232849.ref031]\]. In other words, functional constraints require HLA to maintain a very high level of allelic diversity. This allelic diversity helps the immune system cover a large space of potential peptide binders, and thereby fight against pathogens effectively \[[@pone.0232849.ref016],[@pone.0232849.ref019],[@pone.0232849.ref024],[@pone.0232849.ref032]\]. On the other hand, HLA genes are also strongly linked to infectious and autoimmune diseases due to high polymorphism levels \[[@pone.0232849.ref033]\].

Despite this high sequence variation in HLA and the enormous diversity of peptide ligands, experimentally elucidated pMHC structures of different alleles display an "ultra-conserved" fold with minimal variation \[[@pone.0232849.ref034]\]. Moreover, most of the TCR-HLAcrystal structures display a conventional docking mode of TCR over the HLA \[[@pone.0232849.ref035],[@pone.0232849.ref036]\]. On the other hand, HLA allelic diversity may affect interactions with other proteins as well. Only certain allele groups containing specific epitopes interact with KIR \[[@pone.0232849.ref025],[@pone.0232849.ref037]\]. Structural details of the PLC-pMHC interaction were also only recently revealed \[[@pone.0232849.ref034],[@pone.0232849.ref038]--[@pone.0232849.ref041]\].

HLA polymorphism should be taken into account in order to truly comprehend the mechanisms involved in the formation of stable human pMHC and interactions with TCR and KIR molecules. However, incorporating such extreme levels of polymorphism into wet-lab experiments is unfeasible. Hence, computational biophysics methods are preferred in large-scale modeling studies. In particular, homology modeling was used to classify a high number of HLA alleles into distinct groups based on peptide interaction patterns \[[@pone.0232849.ref042]\], binding pocket similarities \[[@pone.0232849.ref043]\] and surface electrostatics \[[@pone.0232849.ref044]\]. These studies mainly focused on classifying HLA alleles based on their peptide-binding or protein interaction behaviors, and therefore only the peptide-binding groove was modeled. However, characterization of the relationship between HLA polymorphism and complex stability as well as TCR/KIR/PLC interactions requires the modeling of the whole complex and the use of proper methods for identifying residue-level effects on stability and protein interactions. To this end, quantification of local frustration in the structure can be utilized \[[@pone.0232849.ref045]--[@pone.0232849.ref049]\].

The concept of frustration within protein structures is useful to establish links between their biological behavior and structures. The energy landscape theory indicates that a given chain of amino acids fold into a native structure through an ensemble of structures, and the resulting native state is a minimally frustrated heteropolymer \[[@pone.0232849.ref050]\]. In other words, interacting energies between the building blocks of the protein structure are minimized within the native state, leading to a well-defined three-dimensional shape. Yet, even in the native state, frustration may exist locally at multiple sites within the structure. Computationally, the local frustration analysis is based on calculation of pairwise contacts between amino acids using an appropriate force-field, and comparison of these contacts to possible alternative contacts made by other amino acid pairs at each site in the structure. Briefly, the analysis quantifies the degree of energetic optimization of the contacts made by each residue, and thus how much local frustration is present at a given site. Given the extreme level of polymorphism in HLA, such information may be particularly useful for establishing a link between functional roles of each residue (e.g. whether they are important for folding or binding), and the respective level of polymorphism observed within a sequence-structure-function context. Local frustration analysis has already been applied successfully to perform such sequence-structure-function studies on calmodulin \[[@pone.0232849.ref051],[@pone.0232849.ref052]\], repeat proteins \[[@pone.0232849.ref005],[@pone.0232849.ref053]\], and TEM beta-lactamases \[[@pone.0232849.ref006]\].

Here, we provide an analysis of local frustration patterns of 1436 HLA I alleles. We explain how class I MHC retains a conserved fold while maintaining highly versatile ligand specificities using homology-modeled human pMHC structures. Using the frustration data, we also show the existence of local frustration-based energetic footprints of polymorphism, providing a biophysical basis for the previously observed differences between molecular stabilities/cell surface expression levels of different allele groups and TCR/KIR/PLC interactions. Finally, we also provide a local frustration based explanation of how peptides stabilize peptide binding pockets.

Results and discussion {#sec003}
======================

Sequence variation in HLA binding groove and α-3 domain {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------

We began with an analysis of sequence variation in the HLA I peptide binding groove. A total of 8696 HLA I binding groove (α-1 and α-2 domains) sequences (including 2799, 3433 and 2464 alleles from HLA-A, -B, and -C gene loci, respectively) were included in the analysis. We identified amino acid variation at each respective position in the HLA peptide binding groove by constructing sequence logos ([Fig 2A](#pone.0232849.g002){ref-type="fig"}). In line with findings of a recent analysis \[[@pone.0232849.ref054]\], we detected high levels of variation at most binding groove positions. However, some positions were relatively conserved, and dominated by a single amino acid. This dominance is due to the imbalance between the number of occurrences of the respective amino acid and those of the others. Glycine, phenylalanine, proline, tryptophan, leucine, aspartic acid and arginine were found to be the most conserved amino acid types.

![Sequence conservation/variation and evolutionary importance of HLA I peptide-binding groove positions.\
(A) Sequence logo of the HLA I peptide-binding groove (residues 1--180). Polar, neutral, basic, acidic and hydrophobic amino acids are colored green, purple, blue, red, and black, respectively. (B) real-value Evolutionary Trace (rvET) scores of binding groove positions. Low rvET scores indicate high evolutionary importance, and vice versa.](pone.0232849.g002){#pone.0232849.g002}

The sequence logos also display several "hyper-variable" positions as well (positions 9, 24, 45, 67, 97, 116, 138, 152, 156, and 163). This variation is expected, since all of these positions are located within the peptide binding pockets, and were previously shown to define allele-specific peptide ligand repertoires \[[@pone.0232849.ref042],[@pone.0232849.ref043],[@pone.0232849.ref055]\].

We next quantified the evolutionary importance of each position in the binding groove by computing the real-value Evolutionary Trace (rvET) ranks per position \[[@pone.0232849.ref056]\]. rvET is an absolute rank of a given position in terms of its evolutionary importance. Here, lower rvET ranks/scores indicate higher evolutionary importance and vice versa. The ET analysis here is based on both sequence variation/conservation and the closeness of sequence divergence to the root of the constructed phylogenetic tree at a given sequence position. Thus, while conserved positions in a multiple sequence alignment tend to have low rvET scores, relatively less conserved positions may also obtain low rvET scores as well, provided that the sequence divergence occurs near the root of the tree and variation occurs within small rather than large branches of the tree \[[@pone.0232849.ref056]--[@pone.0232849.ref059]\]. As such, this method is particularly suitable for analysis of variation in HLA sequences from different gene loci which may feature. In general, we observed higher rvET values at positions with the highest sequence variation and vice versa ([Fig 2B](#pone.0232849.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

We repeated the above sequence variation and evolutionary trace analysis for the α-3 domain of HLA as well, and generated sequence logos and computed rvET scores. Here, the number of allele sequences used as input was lower (1436) since the α-3 domain sequences for many alleles are unavailable (see section below as well). As expected, the level of polymorphism of the α-3 domain is lower than that of the binding groove, as demonstrated by the dominance of hydrophobic amino acids in many positions and lower rvET scores ([Fig 3](#pone.0232849.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Sequence conservation/variation and evolutionary importance of HLA I α-3 domain positions.\
(A) Sequence logo of the HLA I α-3 domain (residues 181--261). Polar, neutral, basic, acidic and hydrophobic amino acids are colored green, purple, blue, red, and black, respectively. (B) real-value Evolutionary Trace (rvET) scores of α-3 domain positions. Low rvET scores indicate high evolutionary importance, and vice versa.](pone.0232849.g003){#pone.0232849.g003}

Homology modeling of HLA alleles in the context of pMHC {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated how HLA sequence variation is reflected on the complex structure. As reported previously \[[@pone.0232849.ref034],[@pone.0232849.ref043],[@pone.0232849.ref044],[@pone.0232849.ref060]\], the number of experimentally determined HLA structures with different alleles is significantly lower than the total allele number. Hence, a homology modeling approach is necessary. Moreover, homology models of the full complex, including the binding groove as well as distant β2m and α-3 domains, are needed, since these domains make extensive contacts with each other as well as the rest of the structure, and were previously shown to be essential for peptide binding \[[@pone.0232849.ref061],[@pone.0232849.ref062]\]. However, the sequences of the α-3 domain of a majority of HLA alleles have not been identified yet. It is also necessary to model peptides within the binding groove as peptide ligand is an integral part of the HLA structure. Similar to limitations in HLA structures, the number of identified peptide ligands with binding affinity measurements for individual HLA alleles is limited as well, with some alleles having no peptide ligands identified so far \[[@pone.0232849.ref063]\]. Therefore, it is also necessary to predict peptide ligands using computational approaches. We thus selected 1436 HLA alleles (464, 689 and 283 from HLA-A, -B and -C loci, respectively) with complete HLA sequence (including all three domains α-1, α-2, and α-3) for homology modeling (the complete list is given in [S1 Table](#pone.0232849.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The list of homology modelled alleles included 41 out of 42 core alleles representing the functionally significant sequence variation \[[@pone.0232849.ref054]\]. We predicted up to 10 strong binder peptides for each of the 1436 alleles using netMHCpan 3.0 \[[@pone.0232849.ref064]\], and obtained homology models in the context of these peptides. Note that it is also possible to perform more complicated HLA-specific peptide docking or modeling \[[@pone.0232849.ref065],[@pone.0232849.ref066]\] to generate more reliable binding modes for peptide ligands. Since our main focus was a characterization of the effect of polymorphism, we nevertheless used homology modeling to model the peptide ligands within the complex for practical reasons.

Integrating biophysics into HLA I evolution {#sec006}
-------------------------------------------

After generating the homology models, we analyzed the local frustration within pMHC structures. A Single Residue Frustration Index (SRFI) was obtained as a position-specific local frustration score: amino acids with optimized energetic contacts are minimally frustrated, where those that are the least preferred at their respective positions are highly frustrated. If neither, then the frustration is termed "neutral". SRFI values thus indicate how ideal (minimally frustrated) the contacts of each position are or how much frustration is present (highly frustrated).

We used the *frustratometer2* tool \[[@pone.0232849.ref067]\] to quantify SRFI at each position in homology models. Since multiple peptides (and hence structures) were modeled for each allele, we calculated median SRFI per allele per position, and used these median SRFI values in further analyses.

In order to get an overview of local frustration against evolutionary importance of each position, we first mapped position-specific median SRFI and rvET values onto the HLA I binding groove ([Fig 4](#pone.0232849.g004){ref-type="fig"}). SRFI distributions of several selected positions are also given in [Fig 5A](#pone.0232849.g005){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, the top two minimally frustrated positions were cysteines responsible for forming the conserved disulfide bridge between positions 101 and 164. Mutations at these positions abolish HLA expression \[[@pone.0232849.ref027],[@pone.0232849.ref068]\]. Minimal frustration was also observed at conserved positions located in the β-sheet floor of the binding groove or in α-1 and α-2 domains contacting the β-sheet floor (5, 7, 8, 25, 27, 34, 36, 101, and 164) ([Fig 4A](#pone.0232849.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Our observation of minimal frustration at conserved positions are in line with recent findings of Dib et al. \[[@pone.0232849.ref069]\], where co-evolving residues were shown to avoid residues important for protein stability. Haliloglu et al. previously analyzed several HLA structures using the Gaussian Network Model (GNM), and identified positions 6, 27, 101, 103, 113, 124 and 164 as possibly important for stability \[[@pone.0232849.ref070]\]. Here, we observed minimal frustration at either these or their sequence neighbors.

![Position-specific Single Residue Frustration Index (SRFI) and rvET scores mapped onto the HLA I binding groove.\
(A, B, C) SRFI mapped onto binding groove positions. (D, E, F) log(rvET) mapped onto binding groove positions. Selected positions are also shown on the structure.](pone.0232849.g004){#pone.0232849.g004}

![Box-plots of position-specific SRFI values for the HLA I peptide-binding groove.\
(A) SRFI box-plots of selected minimally and highly frustrated residues within the HLA peptide binding groove (B) SRFI box-plots of positions with neutral frustration. (C) SRFI box-plots of peptide-binding pocket positions. Coloring according to log(rvET) values.](pone.0232849.g005){#pone.0232849.g005}

Next, we identified minimally- and highly-frustrated positions within the α-3 domain by mapping position-specific median SRFI as well as rvET values onto the α-3 domain structure and plotting SRFI distributions ([Fig 6](#pone.0232849.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig 7](#pone.0232849.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Median SRFI and rvET values can be found in [S2 Table](#pone.0232849.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} as well. Here, we observed the same relationship between local frustration and sequence conservation: several positions on α-3 beta-sheets were found to be minimally-frustrated and conserved, including positions 204, 203, 247, 259, 261, 215, and 257.

![Position-specific Single Residue Frustration Index (SRFI) and rvET scores mapped onto the HLA I α-3 domain.\
(A) SRFI mapped onto α-3 domain positions. (B) log(rvET) mapped onto α-3 domain positions. Selected positions are also shown on the structure.](pone.0232849.g006){#pone.0232849.g006}

![Box-plots of position-specific SRFI values for the HLA I α-3 domain.\
SRFI box-plots of minimally- and highly-frustrated residues within the HLA α-3 domain. Coloring according to log(rvET) values.](pone.0232849.g007){#pone.0232849.g007}

Our observation of minimal frustration at conserved positions within the peptide binding groove and α-3 domain indicates that the interactions made by the residues in these positions of homology models are energetically favorable (thus minimal frustration), and therefore responsible for the overall structural stability. In other words, the importance of these residues for structural stability may explain their high conservation. [Fig 8](#pone.0232849.g008){ref-type="fig"} shows how the residues at these positions are structurally connected to each other within the HLA-B\*53:01 structure (pdb code 1A1M, used for demonstration purposes) ([Fig 8](#pone.0232849.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Here, most of the residues can be observed to form physical clusters within individual domains. Minimal frustration at binding groove residues contacting the β2m (8, 25, 27, and 98) as well as β2m residues 56, 60 and 62 clearly points to conserved interactions at the HLA-β2m interface that are likely important for structural stability. On the other hand, no interacting pair of minimally frustrated residues were detected at the β2m and α-3 domain interaction interface. Here, the lowest frustration level was that between residues 232 and β2m-26.

![Minimally-frustrated and conserved positions within the HLA structure.\
Residues are drawn in van der Waals spheres representation. Coloring according to SRFI value. The structure of HLA-B\*53:01 (1A1M) was used for demonstration purposes. Selected β2m residues are also shown in spheres to highlight interaction with HLA.](pone.0232849.g008){#pone.0232849.g008}

We also observed several positions on α-1 and α-2 helices and on the α-3 domain loops with relatively high frustration levels (58, 61, 68, 80, 84, 141, 144, 145, 146, 155, 222, 223, and 227) ([Fig 4](#pone.0232849.g004){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig 7](#pone.0232849.g007){ref-type="fig"}). High frustration at a position may indicate that the interactions made by the respective amino acid is energetically destabilizing compared to all other amino acids. These highly frustrated residues may thus be involved in protein or ligand binding. Indeed, most of these positions are located within interfaces of interaction with either TCR or tapasin of the PLC.

The interaction between the TCR and pMHC I is a central event in adaptive immunity \[[@pone.0232849.ref026],[@pone.0232849.ref071],[@pone.0232849.ref072]\]. The TCR recognizes a peptide antigen only when presented by an MHC molecule (MHC restriction) \[[@pone.0232849.ref072],[@pone.0232849.ref073]\]. TCR-pMHC structures determined to date indicate a conserved diagonal binding geometry, where the hypervariable CDR3 loop of TCR contacts the peptide, and germline-encoded variable α and β domains (Vα and Vβ) contact HLA I α-1 and α-2 helices, respectively \[[@pone.0232849.ref074]\]. Although deviations from this conventional docking mode exist, including a reversed polarity docking mode \[[@pone.0232849.ref075],[@pone.0232849.ref076]\], TCR signaling in such unconventional modes is limited \[[@pone.0232849.ref077]\]. The importance of the conventional docking mode for TCR signaling adds support to the germline-encoded model of TCR-pMHC interaction, in which evolutionarily conserved TCR-pMHC contacts were proposed to govern MHC restriction \[[@pone.0232849.ref078]\]. In this regard, previous analyses of TCR and human pMHC structures highlighted the importance of contacts made by HLA α-1 and α-2 helix residues 69 and 158 \[[@pone.0232849.ref079]\] or 65, 69 and 155 as a "restriction triad" \[[@pone.0232849.ref080]\]. We observed high SRFI levels at or near these positions.

Local frustration data can also provide a basis for PLC-MHC interactions. Tapasin is the main component of the PLC which contacts the HLA binding groove. Predicted tapasin-MHC interactions \[[@pone.0232849.ref039],[@pone.0232849.ref081]\] and a recently elucidated crystal structure of pMHC with TAPBPR (a tapasin homolog) \[[@pone.0232849.ref082]--[@pone.0232849.ref084]\] indicated that tapasin cradles the MHC molecule via contacts with α-3 domain and α~2--1~ helix segment. Our observation of high SRFI levels at positions 141, 144, 145, and 146 located on the α~2--1~ helix segment as well as at 222, 223, and 227 on the α-3 domain is in line with these findings.

Median SRFI values of most binding groove positions were found to indicate neutral frustration ([Fig 5B](#pone.0232849.g005){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, HLA polymorphism at peptide binding pocket positions apparently caused significant drifts towards minimal or high frustration as well, even though the median SRFI remained within the neutral frustration range (-1 to 1).

Overall, these results suggest that the human MHC evolves to maintain its structural fold, as evidenced by the dominance of conserved core positions showing minimal frustration within the HLA peptide binding groove. Moreover, the presence of relatively higher frustration at or near TCR and tapasin contact positions on α-1 and α-2 helices may also provide a biophysical basis for protein interactions of pMHC.

Clustering of HLA alleles into distinct groups based on frustration data {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we performed a hierarchical clustering analysis of allele-specific SRFI profiles. For simplification, we excluded positions with less than 0.5 SRFI variation from the analysis. Clustering results are shown in [Fig 9A](#pone.0232849.g009){ref-type="fig"}, and complete lists of alleles in each cluster are given in [S1 Table](#pone.0232849.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Strikingly, alleles from different gene loci were clustered into three separate groups based on frustration data of only 14 positions (45, 66, 67, 69, 74, 76, 79, 80, 82, 116, 131, 152, 156, 163). An exception was the HLA-B\*46 group, which was clustered along with the HLA-C alleles ([S1 Table](#pone.0232849.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. This is not surprising, as alleles in this group share the KYRV motif at 66, 67, 69, and 76 with HLA-C \[[@pone.0232849.ref085]\].

![Clustering of allele-specific SRFI profiles based on 14 binding groove positions.\
(A) SRFI cluster heatmap. Clustering was performed for all 1436 alleles included, yet not all of these alleles are indicated on axis label for clarity. (B) SRFI of three identified clusters corresponding to three HLA gene loci mapped onto the binding groove. Coloring as in [Fig 5](#pone.0232849.g005){ref-type="fig"}. (C) Sequence logos of clustering positions to highlight amino acid differences between allele in different clusters. The logos were generated using Two Sample Logo server \[[@pone.0232849.ref086]\].](pone.0232849.g009){#pone.0232849.g009}

Clustering of HLA alleles from distinct loci into separate groups has been previously demonstrated based on peptide binding pocket similarities \[[@pone.0232849.ref043]\], peptide-HLA contacts \[[@pone.0232849.ref042]\], surface electrostatics \[[@pone.0232849.ref044]\] and peptide binding repertoires \[[@pone.0232849.ref087]\]. Here, HLA-A, -B and--C alleles were clustered into distinct groups from a different perspective using local frustration data. Moreover, the structural energetics aspect provides an additional level of detail.

Unlike data used in previous studies, the SRFI may explain previously reported differences between HLA alleles in terms of complex stability and hence, the cell surface expression levels. Compared to HLA-A and HLA-B, lower cell surface expression levels were previously observed for HLA-C alleles \[[@pone.0232849.ref088]--[@pone.0232849.ref091]\]. Moreover, peptide repertoires of HLA-C alleles are known to be more limited \[[@pone.0232849.ref088],[@pone.0232849.ref092]\]. KYRV motif was also shown to be responsible for intrinsic instability of HLA-C \[[@pone.0232849.ref090]\]. Relatively higher frustration in HLA-C group, especially at binding pocket positions of 66, 74 and 80, is in line with these findings: higher frustration may introduce a destabilizing effect into the binding pockets, lead to restrictions in peptide binding, and thereby reduce cell surface expression levels. Among these positions, 66 is a member of the B pocket and increased frustration in this position may indicate a less stable B pocket in HLA-C. Likewise, position 80 is a member of F pocket and a similar effect may be valid for the F pocket as well. Around position 80, positions 79 and 82 also display high frustration as well, further contributing to F pocket frustration.

HLA-C additionally differs from HLA-B and HLA-A in terms of interactions with KIRs of NK cells \[[@pone.0232849.ref093],[@pone.0232849.ref094]\]. The alleles in this group contain either the C1 or C2 epitopes with an arginine or lysine at position 80, respectively \[[@pone.0232849.ref095]\]. Moreover, HLA-C (and HLA-B46, which is clustered alongside HLA-C) is distinguished by a KYRV motif at positions 66, 67, 69 and 76 \[[@pone.0232849.ref092]\]. Previous crystal structures of HLA-C and KIR clearly show that the KIR contacts residues on α-1 helix of HLA near peptide C terminus \[[@pone.0232849.ref096],[@pone.0232849.ref097]\]. High levels of frustration in this contact area of HLA-C ([Fig 9B](#pone.0232849.g009){ref-type="fig"}) may explain why HLA-C better interacts with the KIR than HLA-A and HLA-B alleles.

All in all, these results support the view that HLA-C is intrinsically less stable on the cell-surface via a post-translational mechanism \[[@pone.0232849.ref088],[@pone.0232849.ref090]\]. This mechanism may simply involve a less than optimal packing in the binding groove of HLA-C. Our results may also explain the limited diversity of HLA-C peptide ligands: higher frustration in ligand binding sites may indicate a lower peptide binding capability.

Effect of peptide binding on local frustration profiles {#sec008}
-------------------------------------------------------

Peptide-free (empty) MHC does not have a well-defined 3D structure (no crystal structure of a peptide-free MHC could be obtained so far). Instead, empty MHC continuously switches between alternative conformations until a sufficiently stable peptide-HLA interaction is achieved \[[@pone.0232849.ref021]\]. Peptide binding to HLA occurs via six pockets in the binding groove named A, B, C, D, E and F \[[@pone.0232849.ref022]\]. For many alleles, A, B and F pockets are decisive for peptide binding (A/B and F pockets binding N- and C-terminus of peptide ligands, respectively). Structural integrity of the F pocket of some alleles was previously shown to be more sensitive to peptide truncation in MD simulations than those of A and B pockets \[[@pone.0232849.ref041],[@pone.0232849.ref098]--[@pone.0232849.ref100]\]. This implies that contacts between peptide C-terminus and HLA F pocket are highly important for molecular stability. We reasoned that, by comparing peptide-free and -loaded MHC frustration profiles, the positions that depend on peptide contacts least/most for stability can be identified. Thus, we additionally quantified local frustration in peptide-free homology models, and calculated changes in SRFI upon binding of the peptide ligands to each allele. For each residue, we computed the difference between the median SRFI from peptide-loaded structures and the SRFI value in a single peptide-free structure of each allele. A single SRFI difference value was then obtained for each allele, and the distributions of these differences are shown in [Fig 10](#pone.0232849.g010){ref-type="fig"}. In line with the findings of previous studies, SRFI increase (hence reduction in frustration) upon peptide binding was highest near the F-pocket (positions 81, 84, 95, 142, and 147). Nevertheless, we should emphasize that our approach here involved a straightforward comparison with simple removal of peptides from the binding groove to generate peptide-free HLA. The number of peptides for each allele was also very limited. Further studies, possibly involving conformational differences between peptide-loaded and -free forms, are necessary for a more proper investigation of frustration changes upon peptide-binding in HLA.

![Box-plots of SRFI change upon peptide binding.\
Positions are ordered from left to right according to decreasing change in median SRFI values. Note that the plot only includes top 10 positions showing the highest increase in SRFI levels upon peptide binding.](pone.0232849.g010){#pone.0232849.g010}

Local frustration in the context of TAPBPR-HLA interaction {#sec009}
----------------------------------------------------------

We also investigated the existence of a possible relationship between local frustration data and dependence of different HLA alleles on cofactors for structural assembly of the complex. For this purpose, we used the results of a recent study by Ilca et al. \[[@pone.0232849.ref101]\] as reference, where the authors reported a stronger preference of the TAPBPR for HLA-A molecules (especially those that belong to A2 and A24 HLA supertypes \[[@pone.0232849.ref087]\]) than for the HLA-B and HLA-C molecules. Here, local frustration may be relevant with respect two aspects of TAPBPR-HLA interaction. First, the local frustration profiles of peptide-binding pocket positions may describe relatively higher or lower stability of peptide binding grooves, and hence influence TAPBPR dependency. Second, the interface of HLA with the TAPBPR molecule may exhibit differential frustration between TAPBPR binders and non-binder alleles. Similar to the clustering analysis described above, we performed SRFI-based clustering of either peptide-binding pocket or TAPBPR interface residues of 30 top TAPBPR binder HLA allotypes reported by Ilca et al. The cluster maps are shown in [Fig 11](#pone.0232849.g011){ref-type="fig"}.

![Clustering of allele-specific SRFI profiles based on.\
(A) peptide-binding pocket and (B) TAPBPR interface residues of 30 TAPBPR binders and non-binders as reported by Ilca et al. \[[@pone.0232849.ref101]\]. Position 116 was also included in clustering shown in B. TAPBPR interface residues were based on a previously reported structure of a TAPBPR-MHC I complex. Top TAPBPR binders are highlighted with dashed-line rectangles.](pone.0232849.g011){#pone.0232849.g011}

We found that the top 8 TAPBPR binder HLA alleles, A\*68:02, A\*02:03, A\*02:01, A\*02:06, A\*23:01, A\*24:02 and A\*24:03 were grouped together. They were further clustered into separate groups including (1) A\*68:02, A\*02:03, A\*02:01, A\*02:06 and (2) A\*23:01, A\*24:02, A\*24:03. Ilca et al. highlighted the presence of H114/Y116 pair within the F pocket as a pre-requisite for strong TAPBPR interaction. [Fig 11A](#pone.0232849.g011){ref-type="fig"} indeed shows that the frustration level of 116 in TAPBPR binders is indeed distinct from those in non TAPBPR binders. On the other hand, non TAPBPR binders also featured different SRFI levels in this position, ranging from minimal frustration in several HLA-C and HLA-B alleles to high frustration in many other HLA-A alleles which featured D116. As such, there was no correlation between the SRFI level of position 116 and TAPBPR binding preference. There were several other positions within the binding pockets that exhibited distinct frustration levels in TAPBPR binders, including 97, 80, and 84. Y84 within the TAPBPR-MHC I complex was found to interact with the E102 of TAPBPR, instead of K146 of α-2-1 helix region and C-terminus of the bound peptide as in the unbound state \[[@pone.0232849.ref102]\]. Increased frustration at this position in TAPBPR binders, except for A\*23:01, A\*24:02, and A\*24:03, may contribute to their higher binding tendency ([Fig 11A and 11B](#pone.0232849.g011){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the increase in frustration was not due to an amino acid difference, as both TAPBPR binders and non-binders included Y in this position. This may be due to an allosteric effect from the bottom of the F pocket: the presence of Y at 116 may influence peptide-HLA contact patterns, which may cause a slight change in local frustration of Y84. Nevertheless, the effect on Y84 may be insufficient to not explain differences in TAPBPR association, as three TAPBPR binders (A\*23:01, A\*24:02, and A\*24:03) exhibited lower frustration than other binders. On the other hand, all TAPBPR binders showed lower frustration for residue 128 within the binding interface ([Fig 11B](#pone.0232849.g011){ref-type="fig"}). Such perturbations may influence the bond-making potentials of interface residues, and may provide possible directions to investigate chaperone dependence using computational biophysics methods in future studies.

Material and methods {#sec010}
====================

Sequence variation analysis {#sec011}
---------------------------

Aligned amino acid sequences of the α-1 and α-1 domains (i.e. the binding groove) of the HLA were retrieved from the IMGT/HLA database \[[@pone.0232849.ref027]\]. The sequences included in this file were converted to FASTA format for further analysis using Biopython \[[@pone.0232849.ref103]\]. Seq2Logo 2.0 web server was used to generate sequence logos to indicate conservation/variation at specific sites \[[@pone.0232849.ref104]\] using Shannon's Information Content (IC) \[[@pone.0232849.ref105]\] as follows: $$I = {\sum\limits_{a}{p_{a} \bullet {{{log}_{2}p_{a}}/q_{a}}}}$$

Here, *I* denotes information content, *p*~*a*~ is the probability of observing amino acid *a* at the respective sequence position (calculated from input multiple sequence alignment) and *q*~*a*~ is the pre-defined (background) probability of observing amino acid at the given position. An equal probability was used for each amino acid type (1/20).

The Evolutionary Trace (ET) method is an improvement over the classical IC approach described above \[[@pone.0232849.ref056],[@pone.0232849.ref057]\]. In this method, the IE is calculated after constructing a phylogenetic tree of sequences and for each branch (node) of the tree. Then, the conservation/variation level at a given position is calculated using the following equation: $$\rho_{i} = 1 + {\sum\limits_{n = 1}^{N - 1}{\frac{1}{n}{\sum\limits_{g = 1}^{n}\left\{ {- {\sum\limits_{a}{p_{a} \bullet {{{log}_{2}p_{a}}/q_{a}}}}} \right\}}}}$$

Here, *N* is the number of sequences in the alignment and *N*−1 is the number of possible nodes in the phylogenetic tree. The final score *ρ*~*i*~ is also termed "real-value Evolutionary Trace" score (rvET), and denotes the rank of a position (i) with respect to all other positions. Hence, lower rvET values indicate a higher evolutionary importance and vice-versa.

Prediction of peptide binders to class I HLA alleles and homology modeling of pMHC structures {#sec012}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Due to the limited number of HLA alleles with structure information at the Protein Data Bank (PDB), homology modeling was used to generate pMHC structures for 1436 alleles selected as follows. For selecting peptide ligands for homology modeling, a data-driven peptide-binding prediction tool (netMHCpan 3.0) was used \[[@pone.0232849.ref064]\] (stand-alone version of netMHCpan 3.0 was downloaded from <http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/cgi-bin/nph-sw_request?netMHCpan>). First, 25000 random nonamer peptide sequences were generated using equal probability for each of the twenty naturally occurring amino acids at each peptide position. Then, binding affinities of all generated peptide sequences were predicted for each HLA allele recognized by netMHCpan 3.0 and with identified α-3 domain sequence. The results were then filtered to extract up to 10 peptides with the highest binding affinities (i.e. lowest binding free energies) and classified as strong binders by netMHCpan 3.0 for each allele. These peptides were then homology modelled in the context of HLA alleles as well as β2m using Modeller version 9.19 \[[@pone.0232849.ref106]\]. An X-ray structure of the HLA-B\*53:01 allele was used as template (PDB ID: 1A1M).

Local frustration analysis {#sec013}
--------------------------

Local frustration analysis was performed on all produced homology models using *frustratometer2* tool \[[@pone.0232849.ref067]\] (Stand-alone version available from <https://github.com/gonzaparra/frustratometer2> was used). This tool uses the AWSEM (Associative Memory, Water Mediated, Structure and Energy Model) coarse-grained potential \[[@pone.0232849.ref107]\] to calculate residue-residue interaction energies. A sequence separation of 3 was used to calculate local amino acid densities, as defined by AWSEM. In addition to the interactions predicted by the AWSEM, long-range electrostatic interactions were also included---as offered by *frustratometer2---*using a Debye-Hückel potential: $$V_{DH} = K_{elect}{\sum\limits_{i < j}{\frac{q_{i}q_{j}}{\epsilon_{r}}e^{\frac{{- r}_{ij}}{l_{D}}}}}$$ where *q*~*i*~ and *q*~*j*~ are charges of residues *i* and *j*, *r*~*ij*~ is the distance between residues *i* and *j*, *ϵ*~*r*~ is the dielectric constant of the medium (in vacuum this value is 1) and *l*~*D*~ is the Debye-Hückel screening length, which is calculated using physiological values of temperature (25°C), dielectric constant of water (80) and ionic strength of water (0.1 M), yielding a *l*~*D*~ of 10 Å. Here, it is possible to define an electronic strength of the protein system using a parameter called electrostatic constant (*k*): $$k = \frac{K_{elect}}{\epsilon_{r}}$$ Here, a *k* value of 4.15, which corresponds to an aqueous solution, was used.

Once the energies are computed using the AWSEM potential, *frustratometer2* assesses the local frustration present in each residue-residue contact. Here, the contacts between two residues are compared to contacts in decoy structures or molten globule configurations. The tool can produce decoys by simultaneously mutating both residues to all other amino acids. A normalization is applied in order to compare the energies of the native structure to decoys. A "mutational frustration index" ($F_{ij}^{m}$) then captures how favorable the contacts of the residues present in the native structure to decoys as follows: $$F_{ij}^{m} = \frac{E_{i,j}^{T,N} - \langle E_{i^{\prime},j^{\prime}}^{T,U}\rangle}{\sqrt{{1/N}{\sum_{k = 1}^{n}\left( {E_{i^{\prime},j^{\prime}}^{T,U} - \langle e_{i^{\prime},j\prime}^{T,U}\rangle} \right)^{2}}}}$$ where $E_{i,j}^{T,N}$ is the total energy of native protein and $E_{i\prime,j\prime}^{T,U}$ is the average energy of decoy structures. By changing the amino acid identity at both positions simultaneously, not only the contact between the respective two residues are changed, but those contacts made by the two residues with other residues are changed as well.

This index can also be calculated by changing the amino acid type of *only one of the residues* instead of applying simultaneous mutations at both positions. The index then represents how favorable the contacts made by a given amino acid are at a given position in the structure. When applied this way, the index is termed "Single Residue Frustration Index" (SRFI).

Frustration-based clustering of HLA class I alleles {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------

Upon application of local frustration analysis on pMHC structures, SRFI profiles averaged over peptides per HLA allele are obtained. This is represented in the form of an "SRFI matrix" with rows corresponding to positions (residues) in pMHC structure and columns corresponding to HLA alleles. A column-wise agglomerative clustering was applied on this matrix to identify similarities and differences between different HLA alleles in terms of their local structural energetics. Distances between clusters were defined by the "single linkage" criteria, in which inter-cluster distances were taken as the shortest distance between any two points of a pair of clusters: $$L\left( {r,s} \right) = {\min\left( {D({x_{ri},x_{sj}})} \right)}$$ where *L*(*r*,*s*) is the inter-cluster distance between clusters *r* and *s* and *D*(*x*~*ri*~,*x*~*sj*~) is the distance between points *x*~*ri*~ and *x*~*sj*~ of the two clusters. Here, each data point represents the SRFI profile of each HLA allele. The distance between data points were computed using Manhattan distance: $$D\left( {x_{ri},x_{sj}} \right) = {\sum\limits_{k}^{n}\left| {x_{ri,k} - x_{sj,k}} \right|}$$

Here, the summation is performed over rows of data (k → n), which are actually positions in the pMHC structure.

Supporting information {#sec015}
======================

###### HLA I alleles for which homology models were generated.

Clusters are also indicated with numbers (1, 2, or 3). HLA core alleles (taken from Robinson et al. \[[@pone.0232849.ref054]\]) are shown in bold.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Median SRFI and rvET values of selected positions in HLA I peptide binding groove and α-3 domain as shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0232849.g005){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig 7](#pone.0232849.g007){ref-type="fig"}.

The rows are ordered according to increasing rvET.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

The numerical calculations reported in this paper were partially performed at TUBITAK ULAKBIM, High Performance and Grid Computing Center (TRUBA resources). OS would like to acknowledge access to computing resources at RTEU Samsung Center of Excellence (SMM) for data analysis.
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Reviewer \#1: The authors investigated the frustration in sequences and models of HLA-A, B and C alleles to understand the relationship between sequence, structure and function. They found higher frustration near TCR, KIR and tapasin contact positions on alpha-1 and alpha-2 helices and suggested is as a basis for the interaction. The authors also determined frustration of the complex with and without peptide. They found that the reduction in frustration upon peptide binding was highest near the F-pocket, confirming the importance of F pocket for stable peptide binding. They also found higher frustration in the HLA-C group, compared with HLA-A and B groups, especially at binding pocket positions of 66, 74 and 80 and proposed that it may affect peptide binding by HLA-C, resulting in lower stability and reduced cell surface expression. This is a comprehensive analysis of frustration in MHC class I alleles that adds to our understanding of the function of micropolymorphisms in MHC class I molecules.

Reviewer \#2: The manuscript by Sercinoglu and Ozbek have described a comprehensive study using local frustration analysis to dissect the structural-functional relationship of the highly polymorphic MHC class I molecules. The study appears technically sound and adds further details to the structural characteristics of MHC class I molecules. In addition the analysis does appear to confirm much published experimental work such as the sequences which are in high frustration areas being associated with various interaction sites such TCR, KIR and tapasin, whilst at the same time presenting data across thousands of alleles and subtypes.

There are a few issues that I feel the authors need to address to clarify their manuscript.

Figure 1; a more detailed figure legend is required which illustrates the exact molecule and where the structure was obtained from.

Figure 2; to the non-expert it would be useful to generate a table highlighting the binding groove positions and the variable, hypervariable and conserved positions, especially those listed within the text. Also a table highlighting perhaps those positions with the highest and lowest rvET scores would be useful and would extract some of the pertinent findings from the analysis. Such tables may also complement Figure 3.

Figure 3; on the version I have the numerals are not clear as with most figures.

Figure 5; could the authors highlight the HLA-B\*46 group of alleles within the figure as it is not obvious to the non-expert as to what alleles are being referred to.

Figure 6; a more extensive figure legend and explanation of the data within the text is recommended.

There were a few minor typographical and grammatical errors which are highlighted below;

Tapasin - small t

Line 154- \'tree\' not \'three\'

Line 170- sentence needs changing

Line 210-a brief definition of what the authors mean by \'energically active\'

Line 211-212- sentence needs changing

Line 303- remove an 'also'

Reviewer \#3: Review of the manuscript " Sequence-structure-function relationships in class I MHC: a local frustration perspective" by Onur Serçinoğlu and Pemra Ozbek

In this manuscript, authors Sercinoglu and Ozbek are reporting on a comparative analysis of various HLA Class I alleles, based on amino acid sequence variation, calculated local energetic frustration and evolutionary importance per each position within alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains. They claim that lesser variation at certain positions correlates with low local frustration. Such residues are likely to contribute to the formation of a conserved "MHC Class I fold" structure and consequently carry high evolutionary importance. Many other residues present intermediate to high local frustration and suggested by the authors to be involved in binding to peptide ligands, intracellular chaperones as well as receptor molecules from immune cells that survey antigen presentation by MHC Class I.

I think that this study is a great attempt to compare a vast number of HLA I sequences and to extract valuable information that offers a great potential for generating testable hypotheses that will allow investigation of MHC Class I molecules by biochemical, immunological or cell biological methods. Nevertheless, I have some major concerns, which I think should be addressed by the authors before the manuscript can be published.

1\. Authors acknowledge that HLA Class I molecules are the most polymorphic set of gene products and the polymorphisms are concentrated in alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains. This is reflected in the analysis of sequence variations within those domains (Figure 2). Authors mention that the positions with high sequence variation also yield high rvET scores and vice versa. The findings propose that the two analyses of sequence variation and evolutionary trace correlate. It is not clear which residues qualify as evolutionarily conserved/important. Apart from the two cysteines that are essential for folding MHC Class I molecules, which other residues are important for forming the conserved "MHC fold"? Authors should explain clearly how their data supports their reasoning of MHC Class I structure conservation through evolution and which positions are required for folding and which others are required for MHC I function/interactions with other proteins.

2\. Based on the assumptions of the authors, lower level of variance and higher evolutionary conservation is expected to be seen among alpha 3 domains of HLA I. Alpha 3 domain sequence comparisons should be included to be able to demonstrate the proposed sequence conservation during evolution for residues that are involved in the core architecture of MHC Class I.

3\. For the first round of analyses performed and shown in Figure 2, I suggest that the authors compare HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C allele sequences within three separate groups (they only apply this separation to local frustration analysis), as those allotypes are products of three different gene loci and sequence evolution might have occurred in different positions in time. This might increase the resolution of the sequence variation analysis greatly.

4\. Authors mention high levels of local frustration for residues that might be contacting TCR or tapasin. While it is conceivable that parts of MHC Class I that interact with TCR are still mobile and energetically active, it is not clear why residues that are on the tapasin interface are highly frustrated. Authors model peptide-bound MHC Class I structures where, residues contacting peptides show lesser or neutral frustration profile. After acquiring a strongly bound ligand, MHC Class I molecules are not expected to interact with tapasin so it remains to be clarified why peptide-loaded MHC Class I molecules remain frustrated in alpha2-1 region.

5\. One way of calculating the contribution of peptide binding to reducing local frustration would be comparing the local frustration of the residues in alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains in the absence versus the presence of peptide in the models. Authors perform this analysis and show some results in Figure 6 but it is not possible to understand the changes in SRFI values are statistically significant. Also, the choice of residues is not clearly explained, why are residues such as 114 and 116 not included in the analysis?

Minor points:

1\. The abbreviation of beta 2-microglobulin should not include any dashes (β2m).

2\. In line 75, the term "HLA chain of MHC" should be revised. It is not clear what is meant by this phrase.

3\. In line 84, term "protein alleles" should be revised as allelic forms of genes but proteins exist.

4\. Although it is conceivable that the abbreviations "HLA" or "HLA I" or "MHC" are used by the authors to indicate HLA Class I, I advise the consistent use of one single abbreviation for the proteins.

a\. Clustering data (fig5) already indicates that alleles from different loci have distinct properties and frustration profiles.

5\. It is not clear in Figure 4, which position the SRFI value is derived from. Why is there a decreasing trend?

6\. Figure 5A -- labels on top and left of the figure are missing.

Reviewer \#4: This study by Sercinoglu and Ozbek takes an interesting and unique theoretical approach based on the analysis of single residue frustration analysis (SRFI), to address the structure-function question relating to the highly diverse and evolutionarily non-conserved MHC-I protein. The paper is thought-provoking and reasonably well presented, but the following points need to be addressed before it is ready for publication:

1\. In order to improve the access of this article to a more biological readership, the authors need to clarify what local frustration analysis is, what it measures and what its significance is with respect to MHC diversification during evolution. This clarification should begin within the body of the abstract (expand on ll22), and continue in the introduction and discussion.

2\. A significant yet unavoidable limitation of the study is the large number of homology-modelled structures. More attention should be paid to this limitation in the text.

3\. Around l176: Is it likely that higher frustration in the binding pockets (especially but not exclusively the F pocket) leads to more dependence on cofactors for assembly? That is to say, is there a correlation between frustration index and tapasin or TAPBPR dependence among the different alleles? This issue should be discussed.

4\. Figure 6: Similarly, when the authors undertookSRFI on "empty" MHC alleles, they found frustration to increase. Does the degree of change in SRFI correlate with tapasin or TAPBPR dependence? This issue should be discussed.

Minor points

5\. Ll30: MHC refers to the genetic locus, not the "protein complex"

6\. Ll31 "of genetics" not "on genetics"

7\. Ll170 necessary \[to\] model
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1 Apr 2020

We are grateful for the time and energy you expanded on our behalf. In the following sections you will find our responses to each of your points and suggestions.

RESPONSES TO REVIEWER \#1

Reviewer \#1: The authors investigated the frustration in sequences and models of HLA-A, B and C alleles to understand the relationship between sequence, structure and function. They found higher frustration near TCR, KIR and tapasin contact positions on alpha-1 and alpha-2 helices and suggested is as a basis for the interaction. The authors also determined frustration of the complex with and without peptide. They found that the reduction in frustration upon peptide binding was highest near the F-pocket, confirming the importance of F pocket for stable peptide binding. They also found higher frustration in the HLA-C group, compared with HLA-A and B groups, especially at binding pocket positions of 66, 74 and 80 and proposed that it may affect peptide binding by HLA-C, resulting in lower stability and reduced cell surface expression. This is a comprehensive analysis of frustration in MHC class I alleles that adds to our understanding of the function of micropolymorphisms in MHC class I molecules.

We appreciate these positive comments by the Reviewer regarding the significance of our study. We are also grateful for the time and energy expanded on our behalf.

RESPONSES TO REVIEWER \#2

Reviewer \#2: The manuscript by Sercinoglu and Ozbek have described a comprehensive study using local frustration analysis to dissect the structural-functional relationship of the highly polymorphic MHC class I molecules. The study appears technically sound and adds further details to the structural characteristics of MHC class I molecules. In addition the analysis does appear to confirm much published experimental work such as the sequences which are in high frustration areas being associated with various interaction sites such TCR, KIR and tapasin, whilst at the same time presenting data across thousands of alleles and subtypes.

There are a few issues that I feel the authors need to address to clarify their manuscript.

Figure 1; a more detailed figure legend is required which illustrates the exact molecule and where the structure was obtained from.

We'd like to apologize for any confusion this may have caused. Necessary information is now provided in the legend.

Figure 2; to the non-expert it would be useful to generate a table highlighting the binding groove positions and the variable, hypervariable and conserved positions, especially those listed within the text. Also a table highlighting perhaps those positions with the highest and lowest rvET scores would be useful and would extract some of the pertinent findings from the analysis. Such tables may also complement Figure 3.

We'd like to thank Reviewer for this suggestion. We have constructed a Supplementary Table (Suppl. Table 2), and referred to this Table for convenience in the revised manuscript text. This table includes rvET and SRFI (median) values for binding groove as well as the alpha-3 domain residues for which data is shown in Fig 5 and Fig 7 in the revised manuscript.

Figure 3; on the version I have the numerals are not clear as with most figures.

We'd like to apologize if this caused any invonvenience. The resolution of all the Figures were increased to overcome this issue.

Figure 5; could the authors highlight the HLA-B\*46 group of alleles within the figure as it is not obvious to the non-expert as to what alleles are being referred to.

Figure 6; a more extensive figure legend and explanation of the data within the text is recommended.

We'd like to thank Reviewer for highlighting this issue. We've used the python package seaborn for constructing the clustermaps. The allele names on this clustermap figure (Fig 9 now) do not contain all alleles we have studied for visualization reasons. This is automatically taken care of by the seaborn package, and without really modifying the source code of this package, we are unable to highlight the row of a specific allele or allele groups.

Those HLA-B\*46 group alleles that are clustered along with HLA-C alleles can be seen in Supplementary Table 1.

There were a few minor typographical and grammatical errors which are highlighted below;

Tapasin - small t

Line 154- \'tree\' not \'three\'

Line 170- sentence needs changing

We'd like to thank Reviewer for capturing these mistakes. They have been corrected, and necessary changes were made to the sentence on Line 170 (which Is on line 200 in the revised manuscript).

Line 210-a brief definition of what the authors mean by \'energically active\'

We have chosen to remove this statement to avoid confusion, as even a brief explanation would involve the description of the computational method in question, and would divert the attention of the reader.

Line 211-212- sentence needs changing

Line 303- remove an 'also'

Necessary changes were made.

 

RESPONSES TO REVIEWER \#3

In this manuscript, authors Sercinoglu and Ozbek are reporting on a comparative analysis of various HLA Class I alleles, based on amino acid sequence variation, calculated local energetic frustration and evolutionary importance per each position within alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains. They claim that lesser variation at certain positions correlates with low local frustration. Such residues are likely to contribute to the formation of a conserved "MHC Class I fold" structure and consequently carry high evolutionary importance. Many other residues present intermediate to high local frustration and suggested by the authors to be involved in binding to peptide ligands, intracellular chaperones as well as receptor molecules from immune cells that survey antigen presentation by MHC Class I.

I think that this study is a great attempt to compare a vast number of HLA I sequences and to extract valuable information that offers a great potential for generating testable hypotheses that will allow investigation of MHC Class I molecules by biochemical, immunological or cell biological methods. Nevertheless, I have some major concerns, which I think should be addressed by the authors before the manuscript can be published.

1\. Authors acknowledge that HLA Class I molecules are the most polymorphic set of gene products and the polymorphisms are concentrated in alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains. This is reflected in the analysis of sequence variations within those domains (Figure 2). Authors mention that the positions with high sequence variation also yield high rvET scores and vice versa. The findings propose that the two analyses of sequence variation and evolutionary trace correlate. It is not clear which residues qualify as evolutionarily conserved/important. Apart from the two cysteines that are essential for folding MHC Class I molecules, which other residues are important for forming the conserved "MHC fold"? Authors should explain clearly how their data supports their reasoning of MHC Class I structure conservation through evolution and which positions are required for folding and which others are required for MHC I function/interactions with other proteins.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this question.

We have indeed used rvET as a measure of sequence conservation (with lower rvET values indicating higher conservation) as well as evolutionary importance. We'd like to refer to our response to your third comment below for an explanation of how the rvET identifies evolutionarily important positions.

On the other hand, a residue at a specific position may be conserved for different reasons, e.g. for maintaining stability, catalysis, protein/ligand interactions, etc. We used the local frustration analysis to quantify how energetically favorable interactions of the respective residue are in the context of the given structure. Here, minimal frustration (i.e. high SRFI) usually indicates a residue that is important for protein stability. Finally, we identified the residues/positions that are essential for folding MHC based on their SRFI values and rvET scores. Accordingly, minimally-frustrated and conserved residues should be functionally important for formation of the conserved MHC formation and stability. In contrast, highly frustrated residues (i.e. low SRFI) may be involved in protein-protein interactions.

We have now revised the text under "Integrating biophysics into HLA I evolution" heading of Results section to include further explanatory statements regarding how SRFI profiles and rvET (sequence conservation) values were interpreted to reflect the functional importance of HLA residues. For clarity, we also included an additional Figure (Fig 8) to better reflect how minimally-frustrated and conserved residues are physically connected within the HLA structure.

2\. Based on the assumptions of the authors, lower level of variance and higher evolutionary conservation is expected to be seen among alpha 3 domains of HLA I. Alpha 3 domain sequence comparisons should be included to be able to demonstrate the proposed sequence conservation during evolution for residues that are involved in the core architecture of MHC Class I.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for highlighting this issue.

We largely focused on the HLA peptide-binding groove, as this is the region where the highest level of polymorphism level is observed. Moreover, the rvET values are highly dependent on the input sequence alignments, and including as many different allele sequences in this analysis as possible is important to obtain more reliable scores. Since there is a large gap between the number of alleles with and without alpha-3 domain sequences (8696 versus 1436), we had included only binding-groove sequences in our initial analysis.

Based on your suggestion, we performed the same sequence variation and real-value Evolutionary Trace analysis for the alpha 3 domain as well. The results are given in Figure 3, and necessary additions were made in the manuscript text. Note that the sequence variation analysis involved only the 1436 HLA alleles for which homology models could be generated (as opposed to the 8696 HLA allele sequences for which the binding groove sequence is available), since only this many alleles featured the sequence of their alpha-3 domains.

3\. For the first round of analyses performed and shown in Figure 2, I suggest that the authors compare HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C allele sequences within three separate groups (they only apply this separation to local frustration analysis), as those allotypes are products of three different gene loci and sequence evolution might have occurred in different positions in time. This might increase the resolution of the sequence variation analysis greatly.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for pointing out this aspect of the sequence variation analysis.

Your suggestion is quite valid: the evolution of HLA allele sequences should indeed be considered in the sequence variation analysis. The sequence variation analysis in our study may appear not to take this into account, yet the metric we have chosen to identify conserved and \"evolutionarily important\" residues/positions within the HLA sequence, the \"real-value Evolutionary Trace\" (rvET) is actually based on both variation level of each position in sequence and where exactly the variation occurs along a phylogenetic tree that is constructed from input sequences. As such, the rvET should be particulary suitable for studying sequence variation in HLA genes.

Here is an example from the reference paper of the evolutionary trace method (Fig 1 from Wilkins et al., 2012). Suppose we have the following sequence alignment, along with the associated phylogenetic tree:

Figure 1 from Wilkins et al. (2012), Figure taken from PubMed Central (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4892863/>)

If we were to quantify sequence variation/conservation only by using a more "conventional" metric such as Shannon's entropy, and attribute equal weight to each amino acid type, positions 3 and 4 (which predominantly feature Q and V amino acids) should be considered equivalent in terms of how conserved they are. The Evolutionary Trace method however will prioritize position 3 over position 4 in this case, as "the basic hypothesis behind the method is that "residues that vary among widely divergent branches of evolution are more likely to have a larger functional impact than other residues that vary even among closely related species". Even though here the main aim is to enable a better comparison of sequences from different species, the same logic could be applied to comparisons of HLA alleles sequences that are included in different gene loci.

The main idea/purpose of our study is based on a comparison of the conserved MHC fold and HLA sequence variation. Our knowledge of the MHC protein complex structures suggests that this fold is conserved across different allele groups, hence there is a single well-defined shape of the complex. We also aimed to identify positions that are functionally important (i.e. to maintain the shape/stability as well as protein interactions) within this fold. Therefore, we used a single metric to quantify how important each position is for this conserved fold. In that sense, we believe that the choice of using rvET based on an analysis of HLA binding groove sequences of all HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C allele groups, is justified.

On the other hand, one may argue that the amino acid differences between allele groups that contribute to the clustering pattern based on SRFI profiles remained unclear in the manuscript text. We have supplemented the Figure showing the SRFI-based clustering results (Figure 10) with sequences logos that highlight differences between amino acids included in clustering positions of different SRFI clusters (14 positions shown in the SRFI clustermap in Figure 10A). For this purpose, we used the Two Sample Logos server ([twosamplelogo.org](http://twosamplelogo.org), Vacic et al. (2006)).

Wilkins, A., Erdin, S., Lua, R., & Lichtarge, O. (2012). Evolutionary trace for prediction and redesign of protein functional sites. Methods in molecular biology (Clifton, N.J.), 819, 29--42. <https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-61779-465-0_3>

Vacic V, Iakoucheva LM, Radivojac P. Two Sample Logo: a graphical representation of the differences between two sets of sequence alignments. Bioinformatics. 2006;22: 1536--1537. doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btl151

4\. Authors mention high levels of local frustration for residues that might be contacting TCR or tapasin. While it is conceivable that parts of MHC Class I that interact with TCR are still mobile and energetically active, it is not clear why residues that are on the tapasin interface are highly frustrated. Authors model peptide-bound MHC Class I structures where, residues contacting peptides show lesser or neutral frustration profile. After acquiring a strongly bound ligand, MHC Class I molecules are not expected to interact with tapasin so it remains to be clarified why peptide-loaded MHC Class I molecules remain frustrated in alpha2-1 region.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for bringing our attention to this issue regarding peptide-binding related changes in local frustration.

Our current knowledge indeed tells us that Tapasin functions as a chaperone to keep the peptide-free MHC in a peptide-receptive state, and that the Tapasin-MHC interaction is broken once a high-affinity peptide is loaded by the peptide-binding groove. This has also been demonstrated to involve a molecular "tug-of-war" mechanism between the peptide C-terminus and Tapasin through their interactions with the alpha-2-1 region (Fisette et al., 2016).

How do we link high frustration in the alpha2-1 region of peptide-loaded MHC with Tapasin interaction, when logic tells us the frustration should be reduced upon peptide-binding? Here, we'd like to highlight what exactly the local frustration metric we used, the SRFI, tells us, and further clarify why it is relevant for sites involved in binding to Tapasin. We used the frustratometer2 tool in our study. Frustratometer2 computers the SRFI metric via "randomizing the identity of every single amino acid within the decoy structure set, and thus evaluates every possible mutation at every site in a well-defined native structure" (R.Parra et al. (2016)). In other words, the SRFI is a relative measure, and answers only the following question: "Among all other amino acids at a specific location within a protein structure, how favorable/unfavorable the present amino acid is terms of its contacts with surrounding residues?".

In the context of Tapasin-MHC interaction, we may re-phrase this question as "Among all other amino acids that may be present in the alpha2-1 region, how favorable are the given amino acids in our homology models in terms of contacting Tapasin molecule?". Considering the related literature information on patches of residues with increased frustration on protein surfaces involved in binding (Freiberger et al., 2019; Ferreiro et al., 2014), we may argue that our observation of increased frustration at Tapasin contacts sites in our homology models indicates that human MHC, the HLA, evolves to maintain contacts with Tapasin.

Hence, the frustration analysis we present only indicates that the amino acids in the alpha2-1 region and other sites contacting Tapasin are "optimal" for protein interaction. However, even though it is an important prerequisite, the residue identity is not enough to explain protein-protein interaction, as these interactions are usually transient (as in the case of TCR-pMHC interactions). An investigation of whether HLA and Tapasin will remain in contact upon peptide-binding should consider conformational changes and protein dynamics into account. Furthermore, other appropriate measures that are not relative measures such as SRFI should be used for this purpose. For example, configurational frustration may be used to describe local frustration after simulating peptide-free and -bound MHC structures and obtaining relevant conformations in such a study.

Parra RG, Schafer NP, Radusky LG, Tsai MY, Guzovsky AB, Wolynes PG, et al. Protein Frustratometer 2: a tool to localize energetic frustration in protein molecules, now with electrostatics. Nucleic Acids Res. 2016;44: W356--W360. doi:10.1093/nar/gkw304

Fisette O, Wingbermühle S, Tampé R, Schäfer L V. Molecular mechanism of peptide editing in the tapasin-MHC I complex. Sci Rep. 2016;6: 19085. doi:10.1038/srep19085

Freiberger MI, Brenda Guzovsky A, Wolynes PG, Gonzalo Parra R, Ferreiro DU. Local frustration around enzyme active sites. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2019;116: 4037--4043. doi:10.1073/pnas.1819859116

Ferreiro DU, Komives EA, Wolynes PG. Frustration in biomolecules. Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics. Cambridge University Press; 2014. pp. 285--363. doi:10.1017/S0033583514000092

5\. One way of calculating the contribution of peptide binding to reducing local frustration would be comparing the local frustration of the residues in alpha 1 and alpha 2 domains in the absence versus the presence of peptide in the models. Authors perform this analysis and show some results in Figure 6 but it is not possible to understand the changes in SRFI values are statistically significant. Also, the choice of residues is not clearly explained, why are residues such as 114 and 116 not included in the analysis?

We thank the Reviewer for highlighting this issue regarding the statistical significance of SRFI change upon peptide-binding.

The residues shown in this Figure (in the current version, Fig 10) are the top 10 residues that show the highest increase in SRFI upon peptide binding (please see the following to see how exactly the SRFI change was computed). In fact, all residues, including those at positions 114 and 116 were included in the analysis, they were just not among those in top 10 (position 116 ranked 220th, and 114 205th, respectively).

A direct approach to compute SRFI changes upon peptide-binding here may involve simply computing differences between SRFI values of each position in peptide-bound and -free structures, ignoring allelic polymorphism. This approach, however, may be misleading, as here it is assumed the frustration profiles within the structures of each group, peptide-free and -bound states, are equivalent to each other, and hence a statistical significance test can be applied. In fact, they are not, since SRFI is a relative measure (as we describe above, and highly dependent on the allele sequence).

Therefore, we took an alternative approach and computed SRFI differences by subtracting the median SRFI in peptide-bound HLA models (up to 10 structures) and a single SRFI value in a single peptide-free HLA structure for each allele. The distributions in Figure 10 thus indicate distribution of SRFI change values (a single value from each allele for each position).

Nevertheless, it could still be possible to assess statistical significance of SRFI change for each allele. However, this would involve multiple comparisons of ten SRFI values against a single one. Considering this limitation, and the simple fact removing the peptide from pMHC models does not lead to representative structure of the peptide-free state of MHC, we choose to refrain from performing a statistical analysis. Our findings in this section are therefore highly exploratory and should be validated or revised in more extensive and proper studies.

We have included explanatory statements to clarify these aspects of our analysis in the manuscript.

Minor points:

1\. The abbreviation of beta 2-microglobulin should not include any dashes (β2m).

Necessary changes were made in the manuscript text.

2\. In line 75, the term "HLA chain of MHC" should be revised. It is not clear what is meant by this phrase.

We'd like to apologize for any confusion this might have caused. We have made the necessary change.

3\. In line 84, term "protein alleles" should be revised as allelic forms of genes but proteins exist.

We'd like to apologize for any confusion this might have caused. We have removed "protein" from this term to avoid confusion.

4\. Although it is conceivable that the abbreviations "HLA" or "HLA I" or "MHC" are used by the authors to indicate HLA Class I, I advise the consistent use of one single abbreviation for the proteins.

We'd like to apologize for any confusion this might have caused. We have made relevant changes for consistent use of abbreviations throughout the text.

a\. Clustering data (fig5) already indicates that alleles from different loci have distinct properties and frustration profiles.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this feedback. Do you mean that it may not be necessary to map SRFI values on binding groove structures?

5\. It is not clear in Figure 4, which position the SRFI value is derived from. Why is there a decreasing trend?

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this question. In this Figure, (Fig 5 in the update manuscript), we delibaretly ordered positions according to decreasing SRFI values. The main idea here was to find out which positions were minimally, highly, and neutrally frustrated, and this is visually much more easily identified when the positions are ordered as such. Fig 5A highlights minimally and highly frustrated positions, whereas Fig 5B highlights the neutral frustration residues.

6\. Figure 5A -- labels on top and left of the figure are missing.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this comment. This figure (Fig 9A in the revised manuscript) has been revised to include labels (Clusters).

 

RESPONSES TO REVIEWER \#4

This study by Sercinoglu and Ozbek takes an interesting and unique theoretical approach based on the analysis of single residue frustration analysis (SRFI), to address the structure-function question relating to the highly diverse and evolutionarily non-conserved MHC-I protein. The paper is thought-provoking and reasonably well presented, but the following points need to be addressed before it is ready for publication:

1\. In order to improve the access of this article to a more biological readership, the authors need to clarify what local frustration analysis is, what it measures and what its significance is with respect to MHC diversification during evolution. This clarification should begin within the body of the abstract (expand on ll22), and continue in the introduction and discussion.

We appreciate this valuable feedback.

We have provided a more extensive explanation of local frustration, and why it is particularly useful for studying HLA polymorphism in the introduction section. Our changes are highlighted in red color. Kindly refer to the changes in the revised manuscript for more detail.

2\. A significant yet unavoidable limitation of the study is the large number of homology-modelled structures. More attention should be paid to this limitation in the text.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this comment. The section "Homology modeling of HLA alleles in the context of pMHC" have been included exactly to highlight why homology modeling was necessary in the study. We have not inserted additional two sentences describing why homology modeling was used to model peptides as well.

3\. Around l176: Is it likely that higher frustration in the binding pockets (especially but not exclusively the F pocket) leads to more dependence on cofactors for assembly? That is to say, is there a correlation between frustration index and tapasin or TAPBPR dependence among the different alleles? This issue should be discussed.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for bringing our attention to dependence of HLA alleles on cofactors for peptide loading.

We used a recent study by Ilca et al. (Ilca et al. (2019)) as reference to investigate this issue further with respect to our frustration data. In this study, Ilca et al. compared a number of HLA alleles in terms of their TAPBPR binding levels, and found out that the TAPBPR prefers binding to HLA-A allotypes particularly in the A2 and A24 supertypes rather than HLA-B and HLA-C allotypes.

We have inspected local frustration profiles of 30 alleles for which TAPBPR binding levels were reported by these authors based on either peptide-binding pocket residues or TAPBPR binding interface residues. We have summarized our findings under a new heading "Local frustration in the context of TAPBPR-HLA interaction". Kindly refer to the respective section of the update manuscript for further details.

4\. Figure 6: Similarly, when the authors undertookSRFI on "empty" MHC alleles, they found frustration to increase. Does the degree of change in SRFI correlate with tapasin or TAPBPR dependence? This issue should be discussed.

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for this question.

A significant limitation here is the simple fact that peptide-free models in our study are certainly not representative of the actual structural ensembles, as it is known that in its peptide-free state, the complex does not have a well-defined three dimensional structure. Our peptide-free models were generated by simply "deleting" the peptide from the binding groove. A comparison of peptide-bound and -free models in terms of SRFI profiles here may give clues regarding which residues are immediately affected from peptide removal. However, any further investigation based on peptide-free MHC regarding the behavior of the whole complex, such as the dependency on chaperone for assembly, should necessarily involve conformation changes related to peptide removal to be modelled. Therefore, while it is perfectly reasonable and even necessary from a biological perspective, we refrained from performing this analysis regarding the SRFI change between peptide-free and -bound homology models for the above reasons.

Minor points

5\. Ll30: MHC refers to the genetic locus, not the "protein complex"

We'd like to apologize for confusion here. We have revised the relevant section of the abstract as:

"The protein complex encoded by Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) genes in our body cells plays a critical role in our fight against pathogens via presentation of antigenic peptides to receptor molecules of our immune system cells"

6\. Ll31 "of genetics" not "on genetics"

7\. Ll170 necessary \[to\] model

We'd like to thank the Reviewer for highlighting these mistakes. These have been corrected in the revised manuscript.
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